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Abst ract - -We give ~ short overview of the general ideas involved in solving optimization problems 
using interval arithmetic. We include a discussion of a few prototype optimization Algorithms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I be the set of real compact intervals, R the set of reals, m a positive integer, X E I m, and 
f : X -* R the objective function. We assume that a global minimum of f* eyfsts in X. Let X" 
be the set of global minimizers of f in X. Then the global unconstrained optimization problem is 
written down concisely as 
min f(x) (1) 
zEX 
which means that f* or X ° is to be determined. The global constrained optimization problem 
arises if a more sophisticated set M C /~,  the so-called feasible domain, is considered. 
Solving an optimization problem such as (1) requires, in general, the comparison of a continuum 
of values and the choosing of an optimum value. Since interval computation is a means to handle 
continua, it provides competitive methods for solving optimization problems. In order not to 
get too sophisticated, simple prototype algorithms for unconstrained problems are discussed. 
They are based on ideas of Skelboe [23], Moore [13], Asaithambi-Shen-Moore [2], Hansen [5,6], 
Ichida-Fujii [9]. These algorithms also serve as base for algorithms for constrained problems. 
Interval methods for solving optimization problems consist of 
(i) the main algorithm, 
(ii) accelerating devices. 
The main algorithm is a sequential deterministic algorithm where branch-and-bound techniques 
are used. (An algorithm is called sequential if the nth step of the computation depends on the 
former steps. A method is deterministic if the results are guaranteed, in contrast o stochastic 
methods where the results are established within certain tolerances. Branch-and-bound tech- 
niques split up the whole domain into areas (branching) where bounds on the objective function, 
f ,  are computed (bounding).) Interval arithmetic is used for both point (i) and point (ii) espe- 
cially in the following: 
(i) to achieve the bounds needed for the branch-and-bound techniques (f  need not be Lips- 
chitz, convex, etc.), 
(ii) to remove superfluous parts of the domains X or M. 
Accordingly, the contents of this paper is as follows: In the next section we introduce the 
interval tools which are required to solve problem (1). In Section 3, three algorithms for solving 
(1) are presented. They seem to be very similar, but their convergence properties, which are 
discussed in Section 4, are different. A survey of acceleration devices, which aim to speed up the 
computation, is given in Section 5. It is shown in Section 6 and Section 7 that interval analysis is 
an excellent means for dealing with problems which have an unbounded omain or a nonsmooth 
objective function. In Section 8, the constrained case is touched. 
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2. INTERVAL AR ITHMETIC  
In this section, the interval arithmetic tools which are needed for the treatment of (1) are 
established. A thorough introduction to the whole area of interval arithmetic an be found in 
Moore [13], Alefeld-Herzberger [1]. The development of interval tools appropriate for dealing 
with optimization problems is presented in [19,21]; cf. also the appendix of [17]. 
The interval arithmetic operations are defined by 
A * B = {a,b :  a • A,b • B} for A,B • I (2) 
where the symbol * may denote +, - , . ,  or /. In general, A/B is not defined if 0 • B (but 
see Section 6). The meaning of (2) is the following: If some unknown reals a,/~ are included 
in known intervals, say a • A,/~ E B, then it is guaranteed that the desired result which is in 
general unknown is contained in the known interval A * B. Definition (2) is equivalent to the 
following rules, 
[a,b] + [c,d] = [a+ c ,b+ d] 
[a, b] - [c, d] - [a -d ,b -c ]  
[a, b] • It, d] = [min(ac, ad, bc, bd), max(at, ad, be, bd)] 
[a, b]/[c, d] - [a, b]. [ l/d, l/c] if 0 ~ [c, d]. 
Therefore, the interval arithmetic operations can easily be realized on a computer. The alge- 
braic properties of (2) are different from those of real arithmetic operations. The distributive law, 
for instance, does not hold for (2). A summary of the algebraic behavior of interval arithmetic is 
given in [16]. 
Let g be any function predeclared in some programming language (like sin, cos, exp, etc.). 
Then the corresponding predeclared interval function IG is defined by 
IG (Y) = ~ for any Y • I contained in the domain of g, 
where ~(Y) = {g(x) : x • X}, that is, the range of g over Y. Since the monotonicity intervals 
of predeclared functions g are well known it is easy to realize the interval functions IG on a 
computer. Nevertheless, the influence of rounding errors may be considered; see [5], for instance. 
The main interval arithmetic tool applied to optimization problems is the concept of an inclu- 
sion function. Let again X E I m and f : X --~ R. The set of compact intervals contained in X is 
denoted by I(X). Let f (Y)  = {f(x) : z e Y} for Y • I(X) be the range of f over Y. A function 
F is called an inclusion function for f if 
](Y) C__ F(Y) for any Y • I(X). 
Inclusion functions can be constructed in any programming language in which interval arithmetic 
is simulated or implemented via natural interval extensions, ee the following paragraphs. 
Let f(z) be any function expression i  the variable x E R" .  So, f(x) may be an explicit formula 
or described by an algorithm not containing logical connectives. For simplicity, we assume that 
f(x) is representable in a programming language. Let Y E I m or let Y be an interval variable 
over I " .  Then the expression'which arises if each occurrence of z in f(z) is replaced by Y, if each 
occurrence of a predeclared function g in f(x) is replaced by IG, and if the arithmetic operations 
in f(x) are replaced by the corresponding interval arithmetic operations, is called the natural 
interval extension of f (z )  to Y, and it is denoted by f(Y), see Moore [11]. Due to (2) and the 
definition of the IG's we get the inclusion principle for (programmable) functions 
a 6 Y implies f(a) E f(Y). (3) 
Therefore, f (Y)  seen as a function in Y is an inclusion function for the function f(x).  (Note: 
Natural interval extensions could be precisely defined only via recursion. Further, one would 
have to distinguish between the expressions f(x)  or f (Y)  and the functions defined by these 
expressions. One would also have to take care of the case that a forbidden division by 0 could 
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be implied by the expression f (Y ) .  However, we chose this outline for simplicity. The reader 
preferring a precise presentation is referred to [21]. 
For example, if f ( z )  = xl sin x2 - za for z E / i~ then f (Y )  = Yx ISIN I"2 - Ira is the natural 
interval extension of to f ( z )  to Y E I a. 
Due to the algebraic properties of interval arithmetic, different expressions for a real function 
f can lead to interval expressions which are different as functions. For example, if f l (x )  = z -  x 2 
and f2(z) = z(1 - x) for z E R then Ix(Y) = Y - y2  = [-1, 1] and f2(Y) = Y(1 - Y) = [0, 1] 
for Y = [0, 1]. For comparison, ] (Y)  = [0, 1/4]. In general, the problem arises as to how to find 
expressions of a given function that lead to natural interval extensions as good as possible. A 
part solution to this problem can be found in [19]. 
A measure of the quality of an inclusion function F for f : X ---* R is the so-called ezcess-width 
(Moore [11]) 
w(F(Y) )  - for all Y E X(X), 
where w([a, b]) = b - a is the width of an interval. F is called of order a > 0 if 
w(F(Y))  - w( i (Y ) )  = O(w(Ya)) for Y E I (X)  
where the width of a box Y = Y1 x . . .  x Ym is defined by w(Y) = maxi=l ..... ,n w(~).  In order 
to obtain good computational results it is necessary to choose inclusion functions having as high 
an order a as possible; see, for example, [19]. 
From the definition, F(Y)  is a compact interval as long as Y fi I (X) .  Hence, F(Y)  has two 
endpoints (boundaries), and i.e., the left endpoint will be denoted by rain F(Y) .  
3. THE PROTOTYPE ALGORITHMS FOR THE UNCONSTRAINED PROBLEM 
The algorithms are appropriate to determine f" and X ° as will be described later. They have 
the box X, the inclusion function F for f : X ---* R and some accuracy parameters which may 
occur in the termination criteria, as input parameters. The termination criteria will depend on 
the actual case and will not be specified here. 
ALGORITHM 1 (MOORE-SKELBOE). 
(1) Calculate F(X). 
(2) Set y := min F(X) .  
(3) Initialize list £ = ((X, y)). 
(4) Choose a coordinate direction k parallel to an edge of maximum length ofX  = X1 × .. .  x 
X,, ,  i.e., k E {i: w(X) = w(X,)}. 
(5) Bisect X normal to direction k obtaining boxes Vx, V2 such that X = V1 U V2. 
(6) Calculate F(V,), F(V2). 
(7) Set v, := min F(Vi) for i = 1, 2. 
(8) Remove (X, u) from the list £.. 
(9) Enter the pairs (V1, vl) and (V2, v2) into the list such that the second members of all pairs 
of the list do not decrease. 
(10) Denote the first pair of the list by (X, y). 
(11) I f  the termination criteria hold, then go to 13. 
(12) Got to 4. 
(13) End. 
Algorithm 1 initializes a list Z: = £:1 consisting of one pair (X, y); see Step 3. Then the list is 
modified and enlarged at each iteration; see Steps 8 and 9. At the nth iteration a list/~ =/~n 
consisting of n pairs is present, 
£.,~ = ((Zni, z,i))i=x where zni = min F(Zni). 
The leading pair of the list £n will be denoted by 
(x . ,  y.) = z.,). 
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The boxes X~ are called the leading boxes of the algorithm. It is assumed that the termination 
criteria of Step 11 are not satisfied during the whole computation such that the algorithm will 
not stop. In this case an infinite sequence of lists is produced. 
Algorithm 1 was mainly established to determine f ' .  Now, Ichida-Fujii [9] and Hansen [5,6] 
focused on the boxes Zni in order to get reasonable inclusions of X*. While midpoint tests 
(cf. [2,5,6,9]) have no impact on the convergence properties of Algorithm 1, they are now im- 
portant when getting inclusions of X*. Midpoint tests are incorporated as follows: Let fn be 
the lowest function value which has been calculated up to the completion of the list £n. (If no 
function values are available then mini=l ..... n maxF(Xi )  can be taken as fn.) Then all pairs 
(Zni, zni) of £ are discarded that satisfy 
f ,  < zni. 
This gives a reduced list £n. Let U,, = UZni for all Zn~ of the reduced list. Then two different 
procedures are known: 
ALGORITHM 2. (Ichida-Fujii [9]) emerges from Algorithm 1 by keeping track of-~,n instead of En 
(and thus having Un available at each iteration). 
ALGORITHM 3. (Hansen [5,6]) is like Algorithm 2, but the reduced lists -~,~ are ordered with 
respect o the age or the widths of the boxes. 
4. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES  OF THE PROTOTYPE ALGORITHMS 
The results presented in this section are proven in [15,17,20]. 
Let us first consider Algorithm 1. As in Section 3, we denote the leading pairs of Algorithm 1 
by (Xn, yn). One can show that 
(a) w(X . )  -*  0 as n - - .  
This fact seems to be self-evident but it is not. For example, small modifications of the basic 
algorithm do not satisfy a) as is the case with the cyclic bisection method (Moore [13]). Prom 
the assumption 
w(F(Y))  - w(](Y)) - -  0 as w(Y)  -~ 0 (Y ~ I (X) )  (4) 
it follows that 
(b) Yn ~ f* for any n 
Yn ~ f* as n ~ oo 
f* - y,~ < w(F(X,~)) (error estimate). 
Assumption (4) is not very restrictive. It is almost always satisfied if natural interval extensions 
are used. tIowever, (4) does not imply continuity, Lipschitz condition on f,  etc. Let F now satisfy 
w(F(Y))  ~ 0 as w(Y)  ~ O. (5) 
Clearly, (5) implies (4) and the continuity of f .  Then 
(c )  as  n - .  
(that is, the error estimate tends to 0 and can thus be used for termination criteria), 
(d) each accumulation point of the sequence (Xn) is a global minimizer. 
The convergence order of the approach y,~ ~ f"  is described by the following two results: 
(e) Let any u > 0 and any converging sequence of reals be given. Then, to any f ,  there exists 
an inclusion function of order c~ for which (yn) converges slower than the given sequence. 
This result indicates that the convergence can be arbitrarily slow and that no worst ease exists, 
which is usually taken in order to establish formulas for the convergence speed or convergence 
order. If, however, only isotone inclusion functions (F is called isotone if Y _C Z implies F(Y)  C_ 
F(Z))  are considered then the following estimate of the convergence speed is valid. Practically 
this estimate characterizes the complete convergence theory since it is always possible to find 
isotone inclusion functions with small effort. 
(f) If F is isotone and of order a, then 
Y"  - u .  = 
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Algorithms 2 and 3 have nearly the same behaviour as Algorithm 1 if the convergence to f* is 
considered. Their properties with respect o a determination f X* are as follows: 
Let (Un) be the sequence of unions produced by Algorithm IL If (5) is assumed then 
(g) the sequence (Un) is nested and converges (with respect o the Hausdorffmetrics forcom- 
pact sets) to a superset D ~ X*. The probability, however, that D ¢ X* is zero. 
Let now (Un) be the sequence of unions produced by Algorithm 3. If (5) is assumed then 
(h) the sequence (Un) is nested and converges to X*. 
5. ACCELERATING DEVICES 
Algorithm 1 and its modifications are rather slow if there are too many variables. The ac- 
celerating devices allow the calculations using a higher number of variables. Walster-Hansen- 
Sengupta [24] report a number 75. The two most important devices are as follows: 
(i) If f is twice continuously differentiable and if an inclusion function for the Hessian matrix 
function, f" ,  exists then an Interval-Newton-Algorithm is applied to f~ in order to get boxes that 
contain all local minimizers, ee for example [6,9]. The search for f* or X* then only needs to be 
concentrated to the edge of X and to some of the boxes that contain the lowest local minimizer. 
(ii) If f is differentiable and if an inclusion function for Vf  is available then a monotonieity 
test can be applied (Moore [12], Hansen [5,6]). It allows one to automatically recognize that f 
is strictly monotone in one of the variables in some subbox Y C_ X. Then Y can be discarded 
from the list if Y lies in the interior of X or Y can be replaced by an edge piece of Y. That can 
be done since the parts removed o not contain a global minimizer. For example, let Gi be an 
inclusion function of ~ for i = 1,...  , m. Then, because of the mean-value theorem, 
F(Y) = f(c) + (Y - c)T(Gt(Y),. . .  , GIn(Y)) (o) 
is an inclusion function for f .  Here c denotes the midpoint of Y. If F is used as inclusion function 
for f then the intervals (Gx(Y),... , GIn(Y)) are also evaluated and there is no additional effort 
when checking whether 0 ~ Gi(Y). If this is true just for one index i, then f is strictly monotone 
in the variable zi over Y such that Y can be discarded or replaced by an edge piece. 
Further acceleration devices include the choice of good inclusion functions, the choice of an 
optimum development point c in (6) instead of the midpoint, automatic differentiation techniques, 
and incorporation of local devices such as search methods, gradient methods, quasi-Newton 
methods. These local (noninterval) methods pursue the aim of delivering small function values 
as soon as possible. The smaller the smallest known or smallest computed function value is at 
the nth iteration of Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 3, the more effective is the midpoint est, that 
is, boxes are removed earlier before they otherwise would be processed. An overview of such 
methods can be found in [21]. 
6. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION OVER UNBOUNDED DOMAINS 
Almost all methods for solving global optimization problems need the assumption that a 
bounded domain which contains the solution point is known. The boundedness is necessary 
for the numerical computation as well as for guaranteeing the convergence properties. If such a 
bounded domain is not known, linear substitutions such as x = 1Is are commonly used to trans- 
form the unbounded into bounded parts. These substitutions are, however, rather troublesome 
to program because of the many distinctions which may arise. In this section another technique 
for treating unbounded domains due to Ratschek-Voller [22] is described which is simple and ro- 
bust and which avoids such substitutions. This technique is based upon an arithmetic of infinite 
intervals and it is applicable to branch and bound methods, such as the algorithms of Section 3. 
A few topological considerations are necessary in order to reduce the convergence properties of 
the unbounded case to the bounded case. 
Let R U {co,-co} be the two-point compactification f the real axis, R, then R m := (R---') m 
is an appropriate compactification f R m. The algorithms of Section 3 can be applied to R m 
without any deeper modification. It is only necessary to define a width of intervals of R, which 
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should be finite and, for the bisection, the "midpoint" of such intervals. Both cause no difficulties. 
Further, if the principle of natural interval extension is extended to infinite intervals it is possible 
to determine the lower bounds, which are required, cf. Section 3. Then most of the convergence 
properties of Section 4 apply to the case R m under slight modifications of the assumptions. 
It is obvious that the results gained in ~ need a careful interpretation i order to gain 
the results for R'~: For example, if f+  = -oo  is the global minimum gained in R m then f is 
unbounded from below and no global minimizer of f exists in R m. Or, if the only global minimizer 
gained in R ~ is not in R ~ and if f+ = 0 then f has an infimum with value 0 but no global 
minimizer exists in R" .  The last mentioned situation occurs if, for instance, f ( z )  = exp(z) is 
considered. 
The compactification is used only to simplify the discussion of the convergence properties. 
Thus, an arithmetic for compact intervals over R like (0, oo] need not be introduced. However, 
in order to determine the lower bound of f over unbounded omains, we define an arithmetic for 
1oo = zu  {[a, oo) : a e R} u {(-oo, a] : a e R} u {(-oo, oo)} 
by 
A,B  = {a .b :a  E A,b E B} if* E {+, - , -} ,A ,B  E Ioo. 
The quotient A/B  for A,B  E Ioo,B ~ 0 is defined as the smallest interval of Ioo or the union of 
the two smallest intervals of Ioo that contain the set 
{a/b : a E A,b E B,b # 0}. 
Hence, Ico is not closed with respect to division, and results like (-co, a]U[b, oo) can occur. Since 
such cases are rare, we split up such results into two intervals of Ioo rather than to introduce a 
new representation, which may be difficult to implement on a computer. 
The arithmetic defined for Ioo is directed exactly to the construction of natural interval exten- 
sions of functions over unbounded domains. This arithmetic and Kahan's arithmetic are therefore 
different (cf. Kahan [10]). 
Natural interval extensions of the common predeclared functions to unbounded intervals are 
defined in an obvious manner: Let g be a predeclared function like sin, cos, exp, In, and D its 
domain. Then if A E /co, the natural interval extension of g to A, denoted by p(A) is defined 
as the smallest interval B E Ioo which contains the set {9(x) : x E A I"I D}. Therefore, natural 
interval extensions of function expressions to boxes Y E I m can be defined recursively without 
difficulties. 
The algorithms deal, as mentioned before, with compact boxes and intervals only. Hence, 
unbounded domains like R m as well as unbounded inclusions like [a, oo) which have been gained 
by natural interval extensions, have first to get compacted with respect to R m or R before such 
data is submitted to the steps of the algorithm. This is, however, only of theoretical interest since 
all infinite intervals -- whether compact or not -- are rounded to machine representable intervals, 
when calculating on a computer. Let L be the largest representable machine number of the 
computer under consideration. If, for example, f (x )  - x 2 "t" sin z, then f (R)  - [0, oo] + [- 1, 1] = 
[-1,oo). The representation  the computer gives [0, L] + [-1, 1] = [-1, L]. As one can see, 
machine intervals containing L or - L  need special attention, since L stands for [L, oo) or (L, oo], 
and not for the number L if it occurs as the right endpoint of an interval, etc. 
The numerical results gained from the algorithms reflect and approximate the situation of 
R m. Thus they have to be reinterpreted in order to get the results for R m. For example, if 
the numerical result says that f+ = 1 and that X + _C [10 9°, L] where X + is the set of global 
minimizers of the extended problem in R '~ (with m = 1 for simplicity), then the logically sound 
conclusion is: The original problem in R "~ has either a set of global minimizers, X" _ [10 9°, co), 
with global minimum, f* = 1, or no global minimum exists, but lim~-.oo inf f(x) = 1. 
The monotonicity test as described in Section 5 can also be extended to the unbounded case 
and remains a very effective means for accelerating the computation. 
EXAMPLE. We applied Algorithm 3 as well as its extension as described in this section to Shekel's 
family of type n = 4, m = 10 being a function f of 4 variables and 10 summands (cf. [4] for a 
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precise definition). First, f was considered over the classical domain X = [0,10] 4 . Algorithm 3 
(with midpoint est and monotonicity test) needed 396 iterations (about 800 interval function 
evaluations) inorder to reach an accuracy of 3 x 10 -~ for the computation ofthe global minimizer. 
The computation time was about 24 minutes on an Atari St Computer with PASCAL-SC software. 
Secondly, R 4 was chosen as domain. The extended version of Algorithm 3 (also with midpoint 
test and monotinicity test) needed 585 iterations (about 1200 interval function evaluations) for 
getting the global minimizer within the same accuracy as above. Computing time was 31 minutes. 
7. NONSMOOTH OPTIMIZATION 
A broad spectrum of mathematical programming problems can be rather easily reduced to 
the minimization of nondifferentiable problems without constraints or with simple constraints. 
The use of exact nonsmooth penalty functions in problems of nonlinear programming, maximum 
functions to estimate discrepancies in constraints, piecewise smooth approximation of technical- 
economic haracteristics in practical problems of optimal planning and design, minimax com- 
promise function in problems of multi-criterion optimization, all of these generate problems of 
nonsmooth optimization. Thus, the objective function, f ,  of the optimization problem may look 
like 
f ( z )  = max{ft (z ) , . . . ,  fn(z)} 
where fi £ C 1, or like 
f(=) = max I I ( fdx) , . . . ,  f,,(=))lloo. 
Objective functions arising from penalty methods are of the typical form 
k 
f(=) = + max(0, f,(=)) 
i---1 
where f0, fi E C 1 and p > 0 is a (reciprocal) penalty factor. Nonsmooth objective functions 
cause classical methods to fail. They can even be convergent, but not to a solution. Let us 
consider an example of Wolfe discussed in Zowe [25]. It is given by 
{ 5(9=3 W 16=22) 1/2 if =1 > 1=21 f (=)  - 9=1 + 161=21 if 0 < =1 < t=21 
9=1 + 16lz21- if xl < 0 
where for a short moment, the components of z are denoted by zl, z2. 
The global minimizer is x* = (-1,0), f is convex but fails to be differentiable only on the ray 
{(xt, 0) : zl < 0}. Zowe demonstrates that the steepest descent with exact line search generates 
points convergent to the non-minimizer (0, 0) when the starting point is chosen anywhere in the 
region xt > Iz21 > (9/16)2[z1[. 
It is a little surprising that interval methods have no difficulties at all handling nonsmooth 
problems. That is because neither the construction of inclusion functions nor the application of 
monotonicity ests depend on the smoothness ofthe objective function, i.e., nonsmooth functions 
have substitutes for the nonexisting radients uch as subgradients, generalized gradients, etc. 
But it does not make any difference for the application of interval methods whether a mean value 
f'(~) or a subgradient is included by intervals. 
It is best to focus on generalized gradients (cf. Clarke [3], for example). Let X £ I n*, z £ X 
and f : X ---* R be Lipschitz near =, that shall mean, there exists an open neighbourhood f =, 
say Ux, in which f satisfies a Lipschitz condition. It follows by a theorem of Rademacher that 
f is differentiable almost everywhere in Uz. Let t2 be the set of points in Ux at which f is not 
differentiable, and let S be any other set of Lebesque measure 0. Then the generalized gradient 
of f at z is defined as 
o:<.) = .o.v v:<.o): .o - .,.. . o0}  
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where conv denotes the convex hull. Let (z, y) C Rra denote the open line segment between z
and y. A theorem of Lebourg says that, if y E Uz with (z, y) C U= is given then some u E (z, y) 
exists such that 
f(y) -- f(z) e (y -- z)Tof(u).  (7) 
Locally, (7) can be approximated by means of the Lipschitz constant. Globally, (7) can be used 
to find inclusion functions of f of a mean value type explicitly: If G(Y)  is a -- not necessarily 
bounded box - -  that contains Of(u) for any u E Y, then 
r (Y )  = f(e) + (Y - c)TG(y) for Y E I (X)  
where c denotes the midpoint of Y (also any other point of Y may be chosen), is an inclusion 
function of f and appropriate for its use in the Algorithms 1 to 3. Further, G(Y) can be used for 
the monotonicity test: If only one component of G(Y) does not contain zero, then f is strictly 
monotone with respect o the corresponding direction. 
Therefore, Algorithms 1-3, as well as the monotonicity test, can be applied to problem (1) 
without modification, if the objective function of f is nonsmooth. 
EXAMPLE. Let us return to Zowe's example. We used Algorithm 3 with monotonicity test and 
2 2 started with the unbounded omain X = R-~ respectively X =J -L ,  L] . We needed 104 iterations 
of algorithm in order to determine the solutions x* = (-1,  0) ~" and f* = -8  within an accuracy 
of 2 x i0 -6. 
8. CONSTRAINED OPT IMIZAT ION 
The principles which were developed in Sections 1 through 7 are also useful for constrained 
problems; that is, 
min f(z) (8) 
xEM 
where M C_ Rra means the feasible set defined by some constraints 
gi(x) < O,i = 1,... ,k 
hi(z) = 0,j - i , . . .  ,s. 
For simplicity, we assume that M C X for some X E I ra and that the functions f ,  gl, and hj 
are defined on X. For a successful treatment of problem (8) we need inclusion functions F, Gi 
and Hj of f ,  gi, and hi, respectively which satisfy (5) and which have the property that 
w(Gi(Y)) ~ 0 as w(Y)  ~ 0 
w(H,(Y))  ---. 0 as w(Y) - .  0 (9) 
for i = 1,. . .  ,k, j = 1,. . .  ,s, and Y E I (X) .  
Then an outstanding means of interval arithmetic is the infeasibility test which is applicable 
to any Y E I(X): If either 
Gi(Y) > 0 for some i e {1,.. .  ,k) 
or if 
0 ft Hi(Y)  for some j E {1,.. .  ,s} 
then all points of Y are infeasible. (The notation [a, b] > 0 or In, b] <_ 0 shall indicate that a > 0 
or b < 0 holds, respectively.) Hence the box Y can never contain a solution of (8) such that Y 
can be discarded from any procedure to solve (8). Conversely, if
Gi(Y) < 0 for i = 1, . . .  ,k 
and 
Hi(Y) = 0 for j = 1, . . .  ,s 
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then all points of Y are feasible (feasibility teal). This is due to the inclusion principle, (3), by 
which a E Y implies gi(a) E Gi(Y) as well as hi(a) E Hi(Y) for all indices i and j ,  that is, 
gi(a) <_ 0 and hi(a) = 0 for all i and j .  This gives, in fact, the guarantee that every point a E Y 
is feasible. However if equality constraints are present in (8), the satisfaction of conditions like 
Hi(Y) = 0 is extremely unlikely such that the feasibility test is a rather academic tool in the case 
when s > 0. Even in the latter case the feasibility test should not be banned completely since it 
gets back its strength at variable reduction methods. 
The following algorithm (where the basic idea is due to Hansen-Sengupta [8]) removes infeasible 
boxes from X such that an arbitrarily good approximation of the feasible domain M is finally 
obtained. Input parameters are the box X and the inclusion functions Gi and Hi. 
ALGORITHM 4. 
(1) Create a list £1nd containing X as the only entry and create an empty list £. 
(2) Let Y be the first box Of if.ind. Remove Y fxom £i,d. 
(3) Bisect Y in a direction of maximum length (c£ Algorithm I, Steps 4 and 5) getting boxes 
V1 and V2 with Y = Vx U V2. 
(4) (Feasibility and infeasibility test). For i = 1,2 do: 
a. If  Vi is feasible, put Vi into list £, 
b. if ~ is infeasible, ddete ~,  
c. if neither (a) nor (b) applies, put V~ at the end of £i,d. 
(5) Terminate if £ind is empty. Otherwise go to Step 2. 
One can see that boxes which have been recognized as feasible are stored in £, that boxes which 
have not yet been classified as feasible are stored in £, and that boxes which have not yet been 
classified as feasible or infeasible are collected in £i,d. It can happen that boxes Y~ which are 
feasible (infeasible) are not recognized as feasible (infeasible) by the feasibility (infeasibility) tests. 
This is due to the excess-width (see Section 2), which, for instance, can cause that 0 E Gi(V) 
for some box V occurs even if 0 < ~/(V) holds. The continued processing of £i,d by the steps of 
Algorithm 4, however, presses the box widths to zero so that their excess-widths also tend to zero 
as long as (9) is assumed. This implies that the union of the boxes of £ tends, as the computation 
proceeds, to M with respect o the Hansdorff-metrics of compact sets (cf. [22]). Algorithm 4 is 
best used in connection with other methods, for example: 
(i) Combination with any of the Algorithms 1 to 3. In this case the steps of Algorithms 1 to 3 
are applied to the list £ of Algorithm 4 in an interlacing manner. Acceleration devices are 
also applicable to this list. The midpoint est, however, is to be extended to the boxes of 
£1,d. The iterations of Algorithms 1 to 3 are then responsible for the search for the global 
solutions, and the iterations of Algorithm 4 are responsible that the search is concentrated 
to the feasible domain. A complete convergence discussion of this kind of procedure can 
be found in [20]. 
(ii) If Algorithms 1 to 3 are used to solve problem (8) via a penalty set-up, the incorporation 
of Algorithm 4 acts as an accelerating device by removing infeasible areas. 
(iii) If a set-up with Lagrangian or generalized Lagrangian functions for solving (8) is used, 
the zero-finding procedures like the interval Newton's method need only be applied to the 
boxes of £ and the smaller boxes of f-.i,d. The incorporation of monotonicity test and 
midpoint est is advised. A complete theory of such a procedure can be found in [8], etc. 
If equality constraints are present, the feasible domain will not be solid and this frequently 
causes M to be inflated by some ~ > 0. This is also compatible with interval methods. Never- 
theless, variable reduction methods are to be preferred. 
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